
Save the Readingverse Instructions for Players 

Basic Instructions  

-Sign up by filling out a record sheet at the Information Desk. 

-Select a red or yellow bug and take it off of the giant game board. 

-Each bug you select will prompt you to read a specific type of book. Should you wish to complete the task 

prompted by the bug, retrieve the corresponding paper task card from the staff member at the Information 

Desk. If you do not wish to complete the task, you don’t have to, but your turn will be over for the day. 

-Complete the reading task provided on the task card. (Note: you must read a different book for each task. 

Any books used to satisfy game requirements must be read entirely after the official start date of the game. 

Unless otherwise noted, each book read must be at least 200 pages.) 

-Return your completed task card(s) to the Information Desk.  

-Each completed reading task earns you one point, and each point is good for one entry in a prize 

drawing. Once your task card, which is also your point, has been hole-punched by the Information Desk 

staff member, place it in the prize box of your choice. 

Game Board & Selecting Bugs 

-The giant game board in the library replicates the layout of a Galaga stage. It is made up of yellow bugs, 

red bugs, and boss (blue) bugs. Yellow and red bugs contain reading tasks, and boss bugs contain special 

rewards. 

-When selecting a bug for your turn, any yellow or red bug may be selected, but a boss bug may not be 

selected.  

-Certain yellow and red bugs will instruct you to select a boss bug. At that point, you may select a boss bug 

of your choice and are entitled to the reward it offers.  

-There are several regular bugs on the board marked “Coupon.” If you draw a Coupon bug, you receive a 

coupon to a local business. You may only receive one coupon per turn. If you draw a coupon bug, you 

continue selecting single bugs until you select a task bug. 

-There are several boss bugs on the board marked “Multiplier.” These bugs earn you double, triple, or 

quintuple points for the task you have just drawn. Note: Multipliers do not apply to non-task cards. 

-There are several regular bugs and boss bugs on the board marked “Challenge Stage.” If you draw a 

Challenge Stage bug, you are given the option to play a video-game style bonus game to earn extra points 

(see “Challenge Stage” section for full details). 

-If you earn a challenge stage from a regular bug, you continue selecting single bugs until you select a task 

bug. If you select multiple challenge stage bugs on a single turn, you are permitted to play multiple 

challenge stages.  

-You do not have to complete a task to draw again; you may draw once per day, regardless of whether you 

complete a task. 

Challenge Stages 

-Challenge stages are video game-style bonus games that give you the chance to earn extra drawing 

entries. They are played on a computer at the Information Desk.  



-In a challenge stage, your goal is to click on bugs as they move across the computer screen. Each bug you 

successfully click earns you bonus points (except for boss bugs, which must be clicked twice and are worth 

two points). At the end of the stage, you will receive a prize drawing entry for each point you earned.  

-For every five books you read, you are given the option to play a challenge stage. Challenge stages may 

also be triggered by boss bugs from the game board. 

-Playing the challenge stages is optional; you are welcome to decline to play, you just won’t receive bonus 

points.  

Earning Points & Winning 

-The object of the game is to accumulate as many points as possible. Points are attained by completing 

reading tasks and earning bonus points from challenge stages.   

-Each point equates to one entry in a prize box of your choice. You may place all of your points in one 

prize box, or you may split them among multiple prize boxes as desired. The prizes are: 

 Kindle Fire Tablet 

 Amazon gift card ($50) 

 Half Price Books gift card ($50) 

 Buffalo West gift card ($50) 

 3 Parrots Taco Shop gift card ($50) 

-At the end of the game period, a prize drawing will be held. If your name is drawn from a prize box, you 

win that prize. You may not win more than one of the prizes.  


